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CURRENTLITERATURE.
A notable collection of Hepaticje. 1

Dr. Richard Spruce, whose work on the Hepaticse of the Amazon

and the Andes of Peru and Ecuador 8 forms the most elaborate ari

extensive work in systematic hepaticology in recent times, hassuppi

merited this work by issuing the most extensive series of exsiccatt

that has yet appeared among the Hepaticse. The series represents*

arduous labors of Dr. Spruce in the Andes and the valley of the An*

zon, where he spent fifteen of the best years of bis life in a stm

of that equatorial flora. It numbers 478 specimens, finely pa-

stured, mostly in a fruiting condition, or at least with perianths whid

furnish most available taxonomic characters, and in abundant qua.

tity. It will be well for those whose hepatic horizon is limited by*

structure of Marchantia polymorpha, and who conceive it to be*

representative hepatic, to take notice that of the above number Id

than a dozen are of the marchantiaceous type, and there is even*

smaller representation of the other thallose groups of which Ana*

ceros and Riccia are types, while the foliose Jungermaniacese con*

tute the great bulk of the series. The great genus Lejeuneaalo*

with its formidable array of sub-genera appears under 175
nuIIlb *

The student who sees only the depauperate remnant of this gem

represented in temperate latitudes, fails to form any conception ot

extent or true character; some of the forms are truly luxuriant,

the diversity presented by extreme types is at first glance a poi*

favor of generic instead of sub-generic division of the genus; ft
1 ,

study, however, reveals a closeness that precludes this unless it
In-

convenience, which is at best a weak ground for the establishing 1

genera.

The further study of the collection has enabled Dr. Spruce to

rect some references of species that were made in his nion

and a number of new species appear which are not accornp^,
descriptions, and hence are nomina tut da until published.

««»*

good Doctor will doubtless attend to at once. To show then

number of the species of the monograph which are represented

exsiccatae we have made the following comparisons in the g<

giochila which, next to Lejeunea, is the largest and most repr

of the South American flora. Sixty-nine species were des

the monograph, of which thirty-nine were described as new

^Pj^jnjhejxsj^tae sixty-eight species appj^yoj^!
' Hepatic* Spruceanae Amazonicae et Andinae, annis 1849- 1860 IeC *'

rib^

ton, 1892
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three are of the number described in the monograph, but representa-
tions of eleven of Spruce's new species are lacking. Of the fifteen
species remaining, seven are now issued as new species, while the other
eight represent species previously described by others.

The present work is a crowning effort of a busy life now turning
seu-nty-five years. Long may its author be spared to complete other
problems m the systematic study of his favorite group of plants.

Two monographs on Characeae.
Within a very short time of each other there have come to our table

ujenrst fascicle of each of two monographs dealing with the Characese

one h?n
S' parated l <*aHties, namely, America and Australasia; the

stedtV^ t\

AUen
'

° f New York Cit y> the other by Otto Nord-
«edt, of the University of Lund, Sweden.*
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°r
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*

AUen'

S Charac e* of America received high

cm wor^f • ?.
1S qU0ted in the introduction to Norstedt's pres-

omv Zl r
m ng " Ae b6St intr oduction, ,n English, to the anat-

in tC^° T' ^ Classification of the order." The illustrations

»ork first I! T °
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•^V^hiKto^^ 11 TCUted
-
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teM photom VurL»
Pr ° CeSS

(
erroneousl y s Poken of in the text

^f orfuUsi,- l-/
r<

f

presentln S mounted specimens of the plants

of single ohm!' J !
61ght Iitho § ra Phic plates represent the habit

"™ ^e plate"

'
S ° f th& fruit and leaves

' Xt » unfortunate
tn ^vings deservedT ?

Umbered; and lt w°uld seem that the photo-

P«» rather than „
1° the name of th e species inserted on the

1 ^e char arte 7 *
* Stamp>

011 general prindnl^
^ ?** Weare not comPet ent to speak except

^ne criticism a / fi
°

n these k would seem to be °P en to

** adhere to som T ^ t0 ty P°S ra Phy : Dr. Allen should select

,e of tv Pe and am,
U

°
rm Scheme f °r each description, and by^ litems that

T

8ement
° f matter make li easier for the e >' e to

>n^s is indented^
S° USht

"
F° r instance

:

in one place the list of

!??
a °ne place J'}!*

an ° ther they &re flush with the name of s Pe "

TF, -U Mon- Tana ^ " NiT£ lla Obtusa, Spec, nov.r in another

? V
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*
n° V ''" and in a third NlTELLA Missourien-

"* re rnainder the v ar^"^"
° C

,

CUrS a list of " localities," while in
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- * IO °-

Friedlander ^ Raraceae described and figured.Dder & Soh °: Berlin, 1891. 7 shillings.
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Such things as this, together with the lack of uniformity in the cap

talization of names and the abundant typographical errors, mar the

appearance of the text very much.
It would seem, in the second place, to one not a student of tt

group, that there was a great lack in uniformity of description of

species. Contrasted characters, or description of the same points a

each species, seem to us almost indispensable for sure identification

Moreover, in modern descriptions of Characese we notice that meas-

urements abound, and it would seem that additional data of this kino

should be given.

These criticisms may seem trivial; but if heeded we believe that th

work, which we have long looked forward to, will be even more use:

than it now promises to be; and it goes without saying that everyone

who undertakes to name these plants must have it in his library-

is privately published and we hope the author will be liberally

F

ronized.

Turning to the Australian work, which comes to us through *

courtesy of Baron Mfiller, we remark that its size permits more let-

press as well as larger and handsomer plates, though for practical

:

poses probably not better. In the text, however, we have much be

arrangement and typography, as well as fuller descriptions, which*

English. A key to the species of Nitella would have been m
though probably impossible at present, from the mode of pubh<*

and the imperfection of collections. Mr. Nordstedt has underta p

the work at the solicitation of Baron Muller, who has done so m

to make known the Australian flora.

It is to be hoped that both of the important monographs th"

gu

NOTESAND NEWS. ,

A new Cycas from the island of Formosa is described and ^
in the January number of the Journal of Botany. ±

Dr. George Vasey died at his residence in Washington. Mf r

^,A biographical sketch will appear in an early number of the O*

Mr. F. y. Coville, heretofore Assistant Botanist in the Vfi^
of Agriculture, has been appointed chief of the Division ot »

vice Dr. % asey, deceased.

Rare American plants recently illustrated in Garden a

a a
(Tan. 4


